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Juan Vernet (31.7.1923 - 23.7.2011) 
 
One of the finest Andalus÷ writers, Ibn Shuhayd, included the following 
verse in an elegy composed on the occasion of the death of Abý þUbayda 
©as×n ibn M×lik (d. 1025 or 1029): 
“How can I be guided through darkening misfortunes when my eyes have 
been deprived of the light of certain stars?”1 
This idea has been present in my mind during the last few years in which 
a young journal like Suhayl has published the obituaries of Boris Rosenfeld, 
John D. North, Edward S. Kennedy and Mercè Comes and is compelled, 
now, to publish another sad note mourning the death of Juan Vernet, the 
 
1 James T. Monroe, Ris×lat at-taw×biþ wa z-zaw×biþ. The Treatise of Familiar Spirits 
and Demons by Abý þ¶mir ibn Shuhaid al-Ashjaþ÷ al-Andalus÷. University of 
California Publications. Los Angeles, 1971, pp. 60-61. 
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master of all the members of the Barcelona school of the history of Arabic 
science and chief editor of our journal. Vernet retired in 1988, but he was 
always willing to receive us and to give us advice with any academic or 
research problems we might have. The following lines are the result of my 
friendship and academic collaboration with him over the last fifty years. 
Juan Vernet was a great historian of Arabic Science and the disciple, in 
this field, of Josep Mª Millàs Vallicrosa, the first scholar to carry out re-
search on Andalus÷ astronomy and agronomy and on the history of the trans-
mission of Arabic knowledge to Europe through the Latin and Hebrew trans-
lations made in the Iberian Peninsula between the 10th and the 14th centuries. 
In his early stages as a student, Vernet was mainly interested in Sumerian 
and Babylonian studies (see his article no. 3 in his attached bibliography)2 
but coming into contact with Millàs made him change his mind. Throughout 
his life he never abandoned this field of research and produced books and ar-
ticles such as his early studies on Ibn al-Bann×’ al-Marr×kush÷ (1952), his 
edition of the Geography of Ibn Saþ÷d al-Maghrib÷ (1958), his masterly sur-
vey of the knowledge transmitted through Spain in the Middle Ages (1978, a 
book translated into German, French, Arabic and Polish), his lectures in the 
chair of the Institut du Monde Arabe (Paris), published in 1993, or the two 
volumes of collected papers (1979 and 1989), published by his disciples. He 
was the first to draw attention to the possible Islamic influence in the deve-
lopment of maritime cartography (1953), a task continued by Mercè Comes. 
His interest in seafaring led him to suggest that astronomical navigation, 
which allowed sailors to move from one port to another without following 
the coast line, had been known since the 3rd century and that the knowledge 
it involved was transmitted secretly from father to son or from master to dis-
ciple, due to its importance for trade. 
 His papers, sometimes very brief, are often revealing: one of the things he 
taught me was the interest of historical chronicles to the history of science, 
and one of the results of his reading of Ibn ©ayy×n’s Muqtabis was a short 
paper (“La maldición de Perfecto”) published in the Festschrift for Willy 
Hartner (1977) which helped me to understand the situation in the field of 
astronomy and astrology in Cordova in the first half of the 9th century. 
 
2 See Juan Vernet, “Autopercepción intelectual de un proceso histórico. 
Autobiografía intelectual”. Anthropos (S. Cugat del Vallés [Barcelona]-Madrid) no. 
117 (February, 1991), pp. 9-25. See also an interview with him (“15 minuts...amb 
Juan Vernet Ginés!”) in http://www.ub.edu/ubtv. This interview was recorded on 
16th February  2011, a few months before his death. 
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Vernet was also the first scholar to hold that Andalus÷ science of the 8th and 
beginning of the 9th centuries was influenced by Latin sources, an entirely 
new idea in a world in which both Arab and Western scholars had always 
been aware that Arabic science received a very important Greek heritage but 
very rarely thought of Latin influences. Vernet’s imagination led him, some-
times, to formulate very daring hypotheses like his idea of a possible contact 
between the Mar×gha astronomers and the collaborators of Alfonso X who 
were working in Toledo at the same time: Vernet suggested that there was a 
mutual communication of the results of a simultaneous observation of a lu-
nar eclipse which improved the values of the difference of longitudes be-
tween the two localities that we find in Islamic maps of the 14th and 15th cen-
turies. His interest in the works of Alfonso X continued with the discovery, 
in a manuscript in the Medicea Laurenziana Library in Florence, of a treatise 
on mechanics by Ibn Khalaf al-Mur×d÷, probably written in Toledo in the 
11th century, which deals with clocks, war machines and mechanical toys. 
The manuscript itself had been copied in Toledo during the reign of King 
Alfonso and it contains a note (in Arabic, but in Hebrew script) which shows 
that Is¬×q b. S÷d, the king’s main scientific advisor, had read the text. 
In spite of this, Vernet always refused to be considered solely as a 
historian of Arabic science; he preferred to see himself as a historian of 
science as a whole. If, obviously, his contributions to the Encyclopaedia of 
Islam always centre on Arab scientists, one might be surprised to find that he 
wrote most of the articles on Spanish scientists from all periods in the 
Dictionary of Scientific Biography between 1970 and 1976. In the mid-
seventies, he was invited by the Instituto de España (the institution that 
oversees all Spain’s national academies) to give a series of lectures on the 
history of Spanish science. For an entire academic year he went to Madrid 
once a week to deliver his lecture. The result of this course was the 
publication (1976) of the first History of Spanish Science. His research in the 
archives of the Royal Academy of Science in Barcelona led him to the 
discovery of a whole set of documents belonging to a 19th century Spanish 
scientist, Llorenç Presas (1977, 1978), and, as a result, he was asked to write 
the chapter on science during the reign of Isabel II (1833-1868), more than a 
hundred pages long, for the most important scholarly History of Spain, the 
Historia de España Menéndez Pidal (1989). 
In 1973, five hundred years after the birth of Copernicus, he published a 
study on the Polish astronomer in which he summarized the research made 
by Kennedy and his school on the influence of the “Mar×gha school” on 
Copernicus’ planetary models. 
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There is a third aspect, as important as the other two, in Vernet’s 
production that cannot be forgotten. His master Millàs was an orientalist and 
a medievalist who could work with Hebrew, Arabic, Latin, and Medieval 
Spanish and Catalan, while Vernet was basically an Arabist, with a keen 
interest in all aspects of human culture with, perhaps, two exceptions: music 
and the plastic arts. One of his main concerns was the Qur’×n which he 
translated twice into Spanish (1953 and 1963) and which he knew almost by 
heart: many years ago, the im×m of the Islamic Centre in Barcelona, an 
extremely cultivated Syrian gentleman who presented his PhD thesis in our 
University, was the only student in Vernet’s course in the History of Arabic 
Astronomy and I am afraid to say that the topic of the classes had nothing to 
do with astronomy, but became a discussion on different passages of the 
Qur’×n. The result of all this was that the Muslim milieu in Spain began to 
believe that Juan Vernet was a crypto-Muslim. I can bear witness to the fact 
that Vernet was neither a Muslim nor a Christian: he used to say that he was 
a ¬an÷f, which, for him, meant that he was a monotheist without adscription 
to any particular religion. During the last years of his life he spent his time 
reading Islamic journals which reproduced fatw×s by Eastern Muslim muft÷s 
related to problems of everyday life and told me that he would have liked to 
translate the Qur’×n for the third time using these materials as a commentary 
(tafs÷r) and forgetting about the old medieval tafs÷rs he had been using so 
far. 
He was also interested in Islamic History (see his book on the 
Islamization of Morocco, published in 1957) and, as I have already said, he 
spent many hours reading chronicles. When the manuscript of volume V of 
Ibn ©ayy×n’s Muqtabis was discovered in the Royal Library of Rabat, in the 
nineteen sixties, he very quickly obtained a microfilm and immediately read 
its contents in a paper copy which I helped him to print. He discovered quite 
a few interesting facts which he published in newspapers without ever 
worrying about a more scholarly way of publication. 
Another of his passions was Arabic Literature and, especially, The 
Thousand and One Nights, of which he was the author of the first direct 
Spanish translation (1964-1967). He also published a handbook on the 
History of Arabic Literature (1966) because he wanted his students to be 
able to read an easily available and up to date synthesis. This meant that he 
did not need to give theoretical lectures and could spend all the time in his 
classes reading and commenting on Arabic literary texts. I remember with 
horror my efforts to understand al-N×bigha’s muþallaqa when I was his 
student. As a result of this practice, he accumulated a great number of 
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Spanish translations of fragments of Arabic masterpieces, many of which he 
later added to the second edition of his Arabic Literature (2002). 
Something should be said about his customs and techniques he used in his 
research. He was an early riser: he used to arrive at the University at about 
six o’clock in the morning and stay there until eleven. Consequently, he went 
to bed very early: we all knew we could not phone him after nine at night. 
He read all the time and wrote summaries and quotations in card-indexes, 
made by cutting DIN A-4 folios into four pieces. He kept these cards in shoe 
boxes, and hundreds of these boxes are preserved in his apartment in 
Barcelona. For most of his life he used a portable type writer and made two 
or three carbon copies. He numbered the pages he wrote from the beginning 
of his scholarly life and, therefore, his pages had two different numbers: one 
corresponding to the paper or the book he was writing at that moment, and 
the second indicating the number of pages he had written in his life. He kept 
bound volumes containing the carbon copies of all this production. He knew 
of the existence of large computers before the arrival of PCs and, with the 
help of a computer expert, he prepared a program for a computerised 
catalogue of the books in the Arabic seminar (1970). Later, he conceived the 
idea of automatic translation from Arabic into Spanish and reached the stage 
of preparing the software needed to perform morphological analysis of 
Arabic texts. When personal computers were available, he had one but never 
progressed very far: nor did he use the email. 
I cannot finish these lines without saying something about Juan Vernet as 
a man: in spite of the fear he inspired in me when I attended his classes as his 
only student, it took me only a very short time to discover that he was a man 
of strong convictions and a very clear moral attitude in which the idea of 
fidelity to his masters (Millàs particularly, but García Gómez also) and to his 
friends, colleagues and students, was an extremely important element. Like 
many other students who were his disciples, I felt that he offered me 
protection in a period of my life in which I was greatly in need of it. From 
the moment in which I obtained my B.A. degree in Arabic studies, I was 
allowed to use his own private library and borrow books from it. He was 
pleased when I decided to follow his main trend of research and dedicate my 
life to the History of Arabic Science, something which, at the beginning, I 
had not intended to do. Although he always looked very serious and severe 
with me and with his other students, we soon discovered that this was only a 
kind of protective armour and that he needed friendship and affection. I have 
always said, using a verse of the Spanish poet Antonio Machado, that he 
was, “in the best meaning of the word, good”. 
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